
 
  A G.A.T.E.WAYS JOURNEYS PROGRAM 

  
 

for Year 3 and 4 children 
   
                                                                                                    with a love of literature and writing 

 
 

        ‘A Whimsical Adventure Through The Phantom Tollbooth’ 
 

G.A.T.E.WAYS is an independent organisation offering challenging and enriching activities and experiences to 
develop and extend highly able children. This JOURNEY will run over four sessions  
 
Imagine arriving home to discover an enormous surprise package with YOUR name on it! How excited would you 
be? That’s exactly what happened to the unsuspecting Milo in ‘The Phantom Tollbooth.’ Before he knew it, Milo had 
paid his fare, was driving through the magical tollbooth and had crossed the threshold into the Kingdom of Wisdom. 
His magical adventure had only just begun. Little did Milo know that he would find himself wandering in the 
Doldrums, banqueting on words in Dictionopolis and searching for infinity in Digitopolis before embarking on an 
impossible mission to the Castle in the Air to locate banished princesses? All this, whilst encountering a whole host 
of unusual characters from Lethargarians to humbugs to whiches and whether men! 
 
Join Milo on this journey of words, wisdom and wonder and write yourself into your own whimsical adventure 
through The Phantom Tollbooth.  
 
Session One: Crossing the Threshold – The Journey Begins! 
 
Special delivery! A mysterious envelope addressed to YOU has arrived! Your surprise package is key to discovering 
how we will enter the Kingdom of Wisdom and it will help us to navigate our way around this magical realm. It is also 
time to meet our companion.  Milo is waiting in his small electric car so please have your fare ready and have your 
destination in mind. Get ready to cross the threshold and start your adventure. How will you travel? Where will you 
go? What are you going to find through the mysterious tollbooth? This session we are on a mission to create an 
intriguing opening chapter to mark the beginning of your very own version of this classic portal story. Bring a bag full 
of creativity and pack a light snack of bravery for the trip. Let the magic begin!   
 
Session Two: Wanderings through the Word Market  
 
Juicy, tempting words for sale! Get your fresh-picked words! Step right up! Step right up! Fancy and best quality 
words right here! Buy ready-made or build your own words! We have arrived in Dictionopolis on a bustling market 
day. Who would have thought that words grew on trees then went to market for sale?! Our first companion on our 
travels is Tock the Watchdog, a watch dog (literally!) who goes ‘tick’! This part of our Journey will see us creating our 
own ‘punny’ characters as we get creative with word play and explore Norton Juster’s use of idiom and humour. Be 
ready to have pun (or is that fun?!) as we wander through the Word Market with Tock, Humbug and the Spelling Bee 
exploring the wonder of words.  
 
Session Three: Straight Ahead to Point of View 
 
We have encountered so many unusual creatures and characters on our Journey…all with different points of view. 
Dr Dischord is the noise maker and his polar opposite is The Sound Keeper who demands hush. Then there is the self-
important Humbug who always clashes with the feisty Spelling Bee. Then let’s not forget King Azaz of Dictionopolis 
who quibbles and quarrels with his brother, the Mathemagician ruler of Digitopolis. All this contention occurs 
because our characters can never agree! Have you ever tried to persuade someone whose viewpoint was the 
complete opposite of yours? Let’s visit a new destination on our journey and conjure up some more characters,  
 
 



 
 
 
 
circumstances and events that they disagree about. Will you scale the heights of the Hills of Happiness where all the 
Happas live happily all day long every day? Or will you take sides with the Grumpalumps who live in the Gardens of 
Misery and spend their days whinging and whining? What about the Wingingit crew who leave everything to 
chance? Then there’s the Mountain Makers who are always making much ado about nothing? Where, oh where will 
our wild and wonderful imaginations take us? 
 
Session Four: The Final Battle before The Return Home 
 
Finally, we’ve reached the dizzy heights of the Castle in the Air with the aim of rescuing Rhyme and Reason, the 
banished princesses. However, our tale takes a completely different direction as we make a discovery in the clouds 
of imagination. Where will your imagination take you and Milo? How will your magical adventure reach its climax? 
It’s time to get busy deciding on this and how you are going to write yourself back into the real world. Let’s create a 
new closing chapter then create visual maps to explore what you and Milo have learned on this whimsical adventure 
of words, wisdom and wonder through The Phantom Tollbooth! 
 
 
Requirements: 

1. Please read ‘The Phantom Tollbooth’ by Norton Juster and bring a copy with you each week. 

2. Bring a small named photo of yourself and a stamped, addressed DL envelope to session one.  

3. Bring an A4 notebook and a well-stocked pencil case. 

4. Pack a nut-free snack, a water bottle and a hat every week. 

 
Assessment and Reporting: 
Assessment will be based on an evaluation of each student’s participation in the lesson activities. A self-assessment 
will also be completed. At the end of the program a short, written report will be completed on each student and 
forwarded to parents. 
 
 
Homework: 
Keen and creative travellers will strive to continue their creative writing pieces at home such as opening chapters, 
character sketches, text responses, illustrations, visual maps and reflective pieces. Please bring your notebook each 
week to share your magical writing talents.  
 
 
About the Presenter: 
Tracy Forbes is an experienced primary teacher who loves to become engrossed in magical stories and adventures 
that transport readers to different worlds. She is a Brainwaves club leader for The Apprentices where she aims to 
extend and ignite passion for reading, writing, drama and creativity. Tracy is excited about becoming immersed in 
words, wonder and wisdom on this magical adventure through The Phantom Tollbooth. 
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